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1 . INTRODUCTION
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In the United Kingdom (UK) the majority of the research into
the characteristics of sodium-water reactions is performed by the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). The Central
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) as the potential operator
of commercial fast reactors maintains an active interest in all
aspects of sodium-water reaction work and has long standing
programmes of work to investigate small leak behaviour and
develop chemical leak detection systems. The National Nuclear
Corporation (NNC) as the designers and constructors of nuclear
power plant are performing detailed design studies for a
commercial fast reactor and constructed the present Prototype
F;»st Reactor (PFR) which is operated by the UKAEA.

This paper reviews the experimental and theoretical work
in the UK on the characteristics of sodium-water reactions and
describes work on the development of leak detection systems. A
review of the operating experience with the PFR steam generators
and the protection philosophy used on PFR is also given and the
design studies for the Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor
(CDFR) are described.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SODIUM-WATER REACTIONS

2.1 MICRO LEAK BEHAVIOUR

The rapid increase in size (escalation) from an essentially
undetectable micro leak to an open leak path up to 2 mm in

diameter is a well established phenomenon for under-sodium leaks
in ferritic tube material. Recent UK work has included a
detailed theoretical and experimental study to assess the factors
influencing the behaviour, such as leak path geometry,
temperature and pressure of both the water and the sodium sides
of the leak. The work has been used by the UKAEA to produce a
model which can predict the likely behaviour of a particular leak
path for a variety of operating conditions. Work at the CEGB has
assessed self wastage rates of 9% Cr 1% Mo in sodium at
temperatures of 400-500 C and has investigated the effect of feed
water composition on the blocking behaviour of micro leaks.

2.2 IMPINGEMENT WASTAGE FROM SHALL LEAKS

Experimental work has been primarily directed at determining
the size of penetration caused by impingement wastage from a
small leak on neighbouring steam generator tubes. In conjunction
with measurements of time to tube penetration this gives a
quantitative description of possible incidents from leak
initiation to plant shutdown. The majority of tests have been
performed with superheated steam but recent tests have used water
below the saturation temperature injected into sodium at a
signficantly higher temperature. This models a leak in an
evaporator and further tests of this type are planned.

2.3 INTERMEDIATE LEAKS

The UKAEA Super Noah rig at Dounreay has been modified to
give a rapid turnround test facility for intermediate leak tests.
A total of nine injections have been performed in the present
test series (6X). The tests have been for a. range of failure
size covering those expected to arise from impingement wastage
from small leaks. Great emphasis has been placed on correct
modelling of both the sodium and water-side conditions during the
test including the correct water conditions in the target tubes.
A further ten injections are planned giving test data for defect
sizes from 0.5 mm up to 10 mm. •«

2.4 LARGE LEAKS

Prior to its use for intermediate leak tests. Super Noah was
a large leak test facility and four large leak tests were
performed. The data from these tests, in conjunction with data
from a gas-water rig modelling a complete secondary circuit, have
been used to validate the computer code FLOOD for calculating the
effects of a large leak in a secondary circuit. FLOOD assumes
the sodium is incompressible. For the initial transient response
which is dependent upon sodium compressibility UK derivatives,
SLEDGE and NAPTA, of the US codes Natransient and PTA-1 are used.

3. LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS

3.1 CHEMICAL DETECTION

Hydrogen leak detection systems based on measurement of the
hydrogen concentration in the steam generator gas spaces and in



28 the flowing secondary circuit sodium are installed on the PFR.
In addition CEGB and UKAEA Harwell have been developing electro-
chemical hydrogen and oxygen meters.

3.1.1 Electro-chemical Hydrogen Meter Development

Development of the" BNL electro-chemical hydrogen meter has
continued. The cell utilises a CaH_/CaCl2 electrolyte and LiH
reference electrode system and may Be represented by

Li, LiH/Fe/CaH2, CaCl2/Fe/Na(H)

Comparisons of the cell's performance with a meter
manufactured at BNL based on the American ion pump system has
been made and reported. Similarly a comparison of meter
performance has been made with the French ion pump, diffusion
type hydrogen meter on the 'OCARHYNA' loop at Les*Renardieres.
Comparisons of meter responses to changes in loop cold trap
temperatures indicated similar trends between the French and BNL
hydrogen meters. Further work is being carried out on the short
term stability ie. signal to noise ratio of the meters, important
when using them for leak detection.

A cell has been designed which is suitable for installation
in a PFR secondary circuit. The cell reference electrode has
been modified with the aim of making the device resistant to
thermal shocks. Tests have shown no change in_calibration after
thermal shocks in sodium of up to 120 C at 6.7 C sec" . In
addition successful measurements have been made with the cell in
argon at 450 C at compositions ranging from 2.5 to 170 vpm
hydrogen. Plans are currently in hand to install meters both on
the secondary cold trap loop of PFR and on one of the secondary
circuits.

3.1.2 Oxygen Meters

Further confirmatory tests of the BNL oxygen meter which may
be represented by

Air, Pt/ThO2 - 7.5 W/O Y2O3/Na(0)

have been carried out. The meter has been used in a study of the
solubility of oxygen in liquid sodium over the temperature range
ISO - 300 c which confirmed the solubility data due to Thorley.

In the context of both leak detection and plant clean-up
following leaks, the meter has been used in a study of the
kinetics gf dissolution of both NaOH and Na2O in liquid sodium at
300 - 500 C. In the case of NaOH the results suggested an
initial, rapid, decomposition reaction to produce solid sodium
monoxide and sodium hydride with the subsequent dissolution of
these products being the slow, rate determining step. The rate

constant for dissolution of sodium monoxide was shown to obey the
equation

log,n k (g mm"
2 sec"1) * -1.4 (+ 0.52) - 3674 (+ 346)iu - - ^ r - -

The predicted response of an oxygen meter at 450 C to a
water leak of 10 g sec" into a secondary sodium circuit
containing 0.36 kte sodi'um was also reported. Calculations,
which assumed that the circulation time was short (< 2 mins),
indicated that 10% of the oxygen produced by the water as a
result of the leak would be detected after 120 sees, rising to
52% after 1000 sees.

An indium/indium oxide reference electrode system has been
tested and shown to give the meter a wider operating temperature
range (down to 160 C) and a more stable and reproducible output.
One such meter was used in comparative tests with both GE and
Westinghouse (Air ref) type oxygen meters on the 'OCARHYNA1 loop
at Les Renardieres. Comparison of meter responses to changes in
the loop cold trap temperature indicated similar trends between
the Westinghouse and BNL oxygen meters. In addition comparisons
of the BNL meter responses with that of a similar meter
calibrated on the BNL No 1 sodium loop demonstrated good meter to
meter agreement.

3.2 ACOUSTIC DETECTION

Acoustic leak detection systems based on the detection of
high frequency impingement noise at waveguides on the steam
generator tubeplate have been tested on sodium-water reaction
test rigs and on the PFR. The rig tests gav.e the signal
characteristics of the impingement noise. Subsequent operation
of prototype systems on the PFR evaporators gave data on plant
background noise levels. The data have enabled the writing of a
leak detection algorithm which will give detection of escalating
microleaks with a spurious detection rate of less than 0.5 per
reactor operating year.

3.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

The detection of intermediate leaks by measuring the
increase in pressure in the secondary circuit gas blanket has
been studied. The detection system is simple, of high
reliability in terms of detecting actual leak events and has a
very low spurious detection rate. The contribution a pressure
measuring detection system can make is in avoiding bursting disc
failure for leaks which would otherwise increase the circuit
pressure to the disc rupture pressure on a timescale from a few
seconds to tens of seconds.
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4. THE OPERATION OF THE PFR STEAM GENERATORS

4.1 OPERATING EXPERIENCE

The operation of the PFR has been severely limited by the
occurrence of very small leaks in the evaporator
tube-to-tubeplate welds. In all cases the leaks were readily
detected with the installed gas space hydrogen detection system.
Remedial action is being taken by inserting sleeves which extend
from the tubeplate down into the steam tubes bypassing the tube-
to-tubeplate weld. The sleeves are explosively welded into the
tubeplate and brazed into the tubes. Operation with two
refurbished evaporators win commence in January 1984, with three
circuit operation in late spring 1984.

The occurrence of the gas space leaks has been studied in
detail. A major part of this work is a generic study of gas
space behaviour during and after a leak.

Despite the tube-to-tubeplate weld leaks a cumulative
operating period for the steam generators of 85,000 circuit
steaming hours has been achieved. In this period no undsr-sodium
leaks have occurred. The PFR steam generators have no under-
sodium welds so this experience relates to a complete absence of
leaks in steam generator tubing.

4.2 PROTECTION PHILOSOPHY

The PFR was initially equipped with hydrogen detection,
secondary circuit pressure measurement and bursting disc rupture
as leak detection systems giving automatic plant shutdown. The
PFR was unique in having automatic shutdown from hydrogen
detection. It was found that in the case of. the gas space leaks
shutdown by operator intervention was always adequate. For
under-sodium leaks the work on determining leak characteristics
showed that the protection afforded by the hydrogen detection
system against adjacent tube penetration was limited. Because of
this and the chance of spurious shutdown from the hydrogen
detection system its automatic shutdown function was removed.

Automatic shutdown from secondary circuit pressure rise
without bursting disc failure was also unique to the PFR. This
detection system, using pressure measurement in the gas space of
the secondary circuit expansion tank, is now the primary
detection system on PFR for under sodium-leaks. For a wide range
of defect sizes it will prevent bursting disc failure. For small
leaks it does not prevent secondary failures but the secondary
failure is detected before it in turn leads to bursting disc
failure. The protection philosophy for the PFR steam generators
is that, in the unlikely event of a small under-sodium leak,
adjacent tube penetration will occur but the aim is to prevent
bursting disc failure thus minimising circuit reinstatement work.

At present it is considered that there is no small leak detection
system of proven reliability such that the increased protection
it offers, in terms of reduced secondary damage, outweighs the
effects of operating losses and transient loadings produced by
its spurious operation.

In the event of a large leak the circuits are protected by
rupture of bursting discs. The effluent system was designed for
a single Double-Ended Guillotine Failure (DEGF) followed by six
similar failures over a period of 20 s. Further analysis and
experimental work at Dounreay have shown the foundation of this
Design Basis Accident (DBA) to be unsound and that a single tube
failure will not lead to further failures. For current
assessments of plant protection, therefore, a single DEGF is
taken as the DBA.

5. CDFR DESIGN STUDIES

The next LMFBR to be built in the UK is known as the
Commerical Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) and after extensive
studies of various design concepts HNC has selected
a"Modifi-3d J-Tube" design for the steam generators.

The concept is very similar to the units developed in the
USA for the CRBR. There are material differences and detail
changes, the most striking of which is that in the UK design the
bend region is at the bottom cold end and a gas space is retained
at the upper end of the unit.

A simplified drawing of the design is shown in Figure 1 and
the major parameters are given in the following table.

Power
Overall weight
Physical size
Material

Tube size
Number of tubes
Sodium temperature (inlet)
Sodium temperature (outlet)
Water temperature (inlet)
Steam temperature (outlet)

- 425 MW (thermal)
- 328 te
- 30 m high, by 2.2 m diameter
- 9% Cr/1% Mo throughout
including shell

- 18.2 mm o/d x 3.1 mm wall
- 1945
- 510°C

C
- 196°C
- 490 C

A once through steam cycle has been chosen and the boiler
unit is of monotube construction with two boilers on each of the
four secondary sodium circuits of the 1320 MWe system.

To achieve good availability very high standards of detail
design and fabrication are essential and to this end an extensive
development and testing programme is planned. This includes
using CDFR details in the new PFR Replacement Tube Bundles.



30 Although a realistic mechanism for a Double-Ended Guillotine
Failure (DEGF) has not yet been justified this has been catered
for in the design appraisal. Using the ÜK computer codes FLOOD
and SLEDGE assessments have been made regarding the criteria
which have to be met.

(a) The pressure experienced at the IHX is well within
allowable limits - an increase of around 3 atmospheres.

(b) Secondary pipework forces and effluent system loads are
similarly acceptable.

(c) Prevention of reaction products reaching the IHX is
catered for by the fast acting closure valve downstream
of the secondary pump

(d) Damage to the SGU is not easily forecast but could well
be confined to a small area of buckled tubes which may
enable local plugging of tubes to be accepted.

In general the larger CDFR units ace far more tolerant to
leaks than the corresponding units on PFR as a result, mainly, of
the increased sodium volume (factor of 5) and the reduction in
watar discharge rate from a D3GF (factor of 10 decrease).
However, protection systems for the DEGF have been incorporated
in the design. Bursting discs, positioned at the base of each
steam generator, are designed to rupture during the first few
millisecs of the event. The subsequent breaking of cross-wires
behind the discs causes a plant trip resulting in sequential
dumping of water, sodium draining and argon padding of the unit.

Acoustic leak detection and chemical detection methods will
be used to give warning of both micro and small leak events.
However, it is recognised that the response time of these systems
may be too long to give adequate warning of leak escalation.

Protection systems such as the gas space-high pressure alarm
could well protect against most small and intermediate leak
events.

The damage following an intermediate leak is currently
believed to be limited to a few tubes surrounding the leak site
and the bundle could be returned to service with these tubes
plugged.

A summary of protection"sequences for the various classes of
leaks is given below:-

1. SHALL LEAK

(a) Detected by chemical means (or possibly acoustic).

(b) Bursting disc does not fail.

(c) Rapid dump of water to 1 HPa.

(d) Maintain water-side pressure with small additions of
argon.

(e) Manual sodium dump (automatic if steam-side pressure
falls below a minimum value)

(f) Depressurisation of steam side after sodium dump.

2. INTERMEDIATE LEAK

(a) Detected by acoustics or gas space pressure alarm.

(b) Bursting disc may fail.

(c) Rapid dump of water to 1 MPa.

(d) Large automatic inert gas pad to maintain water-side
pressure.

(e) Automatic sodium dump if bursting disc still intact.

(f) Full depressucisation of steam-side when sodium dump
is complete.

3. LARGE LEAK

(a) Detected by bursting disc failure.

(b) Rapid dump of water to 1 MPa.

(c) Large automatic inert gas pad to maintain water-side
pressure.

(d) Depressurise steam-side fully when sodium all drained.

One aspect currently receiving attention is the assessment
of local metallurgical damage due to high temperature cycling.
Similarly, work continues in the CEGB on the effect of thermal
cycling at defects in fast reactor steam generator materials. In
addition current programmes within the CEGB include
investigations on the behaviour of AISI 316, 2.25 Cr 1% Mo and
9% Cr 1% Mo under fault conditions.

In conclusion the very large units of the CDFR will be
designed and engineered to minimise the possibility of leaks.
However, should one occur it is believed that this will not
put the IHX at risk. Furthermore, it is believed that
significant damage to the units will not occur and that the
recovery downtime and requalification will give satisfactory



availability. For the worst case DEGF event the subject of
bundle recovery has not yet been fully examined.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper has reviewed the OK work to study sodium-water
reactions and to develop leak detection systems and has described
the operating experience with the PFR steam generators and the
design studies for the CDFR steam generators. Currently
intermediate leaks and the progression of small leaks to
intermediate leaks as a result of impingement wastage are being
studied most actively. The work has shown that if incidents
progress to the intermediate leak stage unacceptable damage to
the steam generators does not occur. Because of this and the low
probability of occurrence of an under-sodium leak, a circuit
pressure crip plus bursting discs give acceptable protection for
the PFR steam generators. Chemical and acoustic detection
systems are not used on PFR for undar-sodium leak protection
because of the limited additional protection given and the
possibility of spurious detection and plant shutdown. In the
CDFR design studies it is assumed that chemical and acoustic
detection systems will be used in addition to circuit pressure
measurement, and these systems will in certain circumstances give
earlier leak detection further minimising steam generator damage.
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31 FIG. 1 CDFR 415 MW MODIFIED 'J* TUBE STEAM GENERATOR


